XOOPS Web Application System

Subject: Xoops Development
Topic: Complementary development of the Kernel
Re: Complementary development of the Kernel
Posted by: giba
Posted on: : 1119354933
URL:
@ Mith - Ok, my english is bad
was i ( melhorando ) rss
@ Herko - Thanks.
Quote:
Herko Coomans wrote:
This is odd, I'm getting this page when I click the link
HTTP 404 - Arquivo n?o encontrado

Url moved:
Version Alfa - XT-Clone for WF-Channel
News About Clonagem modules
Alfa - Create your module of Downloads Dinamics

Quote:
=====================
Anyways, in your post you talk about a PDdownloads module as an example of the change you have
made to the core of XOOPS.

Yes and NO.
This is one example for generation clones and this is correct in core xoops.
Quote:
Perhaps we can understand you better when you explain in detail what the changes are you have
made to the core, and what their function is. That way we can review the changes (as we have done
in the past with all changes submitted to the sf.net Core Patch Tracker), and deal with it accordingly.

Yes, perfect
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I am go to.
Quote:
As for changes to the core, the Development Roadmap for XOOPS 2.2 clearly explains that the core
is being changed in order to make more possible for module developers. It's not a big list of features
that is being added, but the modularisation of some core features, and making everything more
flexible to use in your modules (page awareness, editor framework, admin themes, etc.). This leads
to the conclusion of this post: in order for a new feature to be added to the XOOPS core, it would
have to be nearly impossible or very inefficient to do it in a module. So, it is make it a module,
unless it is nearly impossible to do so and more efficient to put it into the core. Of course we
take every submission serious enough to look for possibilities.
Herko
For my use ?
I can too framework good, was compatible ?
No have acess new version for help you, sorry
Thanks for replay.
Go to XOOPS in Brasil.
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